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Li deverekê eger rihê hevkariyê tinebe, avakirina
civakî kêm dimîne. Hun bi alîkariyên xwe dikarin
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Societal building becomes incomplete without
solidarity. You can keep a society alive with your
contributions.
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eyva Sor a Kurdistanê; is a humanitarian relief organisation founded by
those victims of war who were forced to leave behing their country Kurdistan, and are trying to provide reloef to compatriots still trying to survive in Kurdistan under the heavy burden of war conditions. This organisation is growing in
strength, turning into the hope that variousd peoples of Kurdistan look up to.
Millions of victimised people across the world are trying to survive through wars,
internal conﬂicts, natural disasters, poverty and drought. Our organisation carries
out some fundamental activities to meet the humanitarian needs of every oppressed and needy people by oﬀering food, health, shelter and education.
Our organisation builds lasting facilityies such as medical centres, hospitals tyo
provide services to those suﬀer from victimisation. Where urgent aid is needed,
our organisation provides services such as food relief, distribute medication, carry
out medical examinations, treatment, medical equipment and rehabilitation.
Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê; provides relief with complete disregard to race, creed,
class, opinion and is purely based on humanitarian intentions, prioritising the
most urgent and vital needs
Within the framwework of universal relief principles, Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê supports mutual understanding, cooperatopn and permanent peace among the peoples. As a founding principle, the orrganisation reﬁses to take part in conﬂicts.
To gain everybody’s trust, Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê, would not be part od any
hostility and would never allows itself to be involved in any kind of political,
racial, religious or ideological contradictions.
Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê, is a voluntary relief organisation. While providing services it dfoes not seek proﬁt in any way.

H
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ON THE BASIS OF THESE FOUNDING PRINCIPLES
IN 2017 CAMPAIGNS AND PROJECTS WERE CARRIED
OUT WIH THE COOPERATION OF THE FOLLOWING
RELIEF ORGANISATIONS

1- Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê -France
2- Stichting Koerdische Rode Halve Maan (Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê) – Holland
3- Kurdistan Rote Halbmond Schweiz (Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê )– Switzerland
4- Koerdische Rode Halve Mann VZW (Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê ) – Belgium
5- Kurdish Red Moon (Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê ) – United Kingdom
6- Mezzaluna Rossa Kurdistan Italia Onlus (Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê) – Italy
7- Kurdiske Røde Halvmåne Norge (Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê) – Norway
8- Kurdistan Red Moon (Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê) – Japan
9- Roja Sor a Kurdistanê – Austria
10- Kurdiska Röda Solen (Roja Sor a Kurdistanê )– Sweden
11- Stötteforeningen Mesopotamians Sol (Roja Mezopotamya) - Denmark
12- Anatolia Cultural Foundation – Canada
13- Heyva Sor a Kurd – Rojava
14- Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê e. V. - Germany

Amed Sûr
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2017 OUTLOOK

Northern Kurdistan

tarting from autumn 2015, in Gimgim district, the Turkish State launched attacks on the civillian populations spreading the aggression to Ferqîn, Lîce,
Silopî, Sûr, Cîzre, Nisêbîn, Dêrik, Kerboran, Hezex, Gever and Şirnex and other
towns and cities, resulting in the death and injury of hundreds of civillians, including women and children in the hands of state forces, demolishing thousands
of homes with tanks and artillary ﬁre. In addition, months on end state imposed
curfews, deliberate deprivation of water, foor, power, medical help and such like
vital needs and necessities compelled the residents to migration with the intention
to completely de-populate these settlements. This resulted in hundreds of orphaned children, thousands of families becoming homeless and in need. Declared
in August 2015, the curfews put into force in Northern Kurdistan breached most
fundamental rights and freedoms, including right to life, in numerous towns and
cities. In 2017 the de-populated neighbourhoods and towns such as Sûr, Şirnex
and Nisêbîn were razed to the ground by the Turkish state under the so-called
project urban re-generation
United Nation’s Oﬃce of High Commission Human Rights (OHCHR) report
dated February 2017 directs serious criticism against Turkey. In brief, the report
states that:
“The present report provides an overview of key human rights concerns in SouthEast Turkey1 between July 2015 and 31 December 2016, particularly in relation
to security operations conducted by the Government of Turkey”
Between July 2015 and December 2016, some 2,000 people were reportedly killed
in the context of security operations in South-East Turkey. According to information
received, this would include close to 800 members of the security forces, and approximately 1,200 local residents, of which an unspeciﬁed number may have been in-

S
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volved in violent or non-violent actions against the State. The Oﬃce of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) documented numerous
cases of excessive use of force; killings; enforced disappearances; torture; destruction
of housing and cultural heritage; incitement to hatred; prevention of access to emergency medical care, food, water and livelihoods; violence against women; and severe
curtailment of the right to freedom of opinion and expression as well as political
participation. The most serious human rights violations reportedly occurred during
periods of curfew, when entire residential areas were cut oﬀ and movement restricted
around-the-clock for several days at a time.
The number of reported displaced persons (IDPs) in South-East Turkey is estimated between 355,000 to half a million people, mainly citizens of Kurdish origin. The displaced population is reported to have moved to neighbouring suburbs,
towns and villages, or to other regions within Turkey.
Humanitarian assistance to over 355,000 internally displaced people has reportedly
been very limited. According to available information, no international organization
has been granted access to assess humanitarian needs and provide assistance to the
population in South-East Turkey, including internally displaced persons.
In late January and early February 2016, in the town of Cizre, men, women and
children trapped in basements of buildings were reportedly subjected to shelling
by security forces. Witnesses and family members of the victims of Cizre interviewed by OHCHR painted an apocalyptic picture of the wholesale destruction of
neighbourhoods where up to 189 persons, mostly IDPs ﬂeeing security operations, were trapped for weeks in basements without water, food, medical attention
and power, during the coldest months of the year. Some of the victims trapped in
the basements were calling for the attention of the world community through mobile telephone conversations with NGOs and members of parliament, begging to
be saved from shelling. According to families of victims killed at Cizre, and as reported by several NGOs, the bodies of an undetermined number of people were
completely or partially destroyed in ﬁre induced by shelling and the subsequent
rushed demolition of the location of the incident. The subsequent demolition of
the buildings destroyed evidence and has therefore largely prevented the basic
identiﬁcation and tracing of mortal remains. Moreover, instead of opening an investigation into the circumstances surrounding the reported excessive use of force,
recourse to heavy weapons and the resulting deaths, the local authorities accused
the people killed of participating in terrorist organizations and took repressive
measures aﬀecting members of their families.
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ROJAVA
AND
SYRIA
he regional war in Kurdistan and the Middle East lead the way to one of the
greatest tragedies in the human history. Having past the 7th year, this regional war in Syria and Rojava and the attacks carried out by ISIS left in its
wake hundreds of thousands of lives, injuries and displaced more than 6 million
people, forcing them to exile. The Turkish state and her gangs continued aznd increased their attacks on the Efrin Canton and Shehba region of Rojava. During
these attacks dozens of civilians lost their lives.
Rojava and Suria’s ﬁght against ISIS and other gangs continued in 2017. In the
battles in Tabka, Raqqa and Deyr-uz Zor hundreds of thousands of people escaped ISIS savagery and sought shelter in Rojava. At present these settlements
were cleared of ISIS but mine clearing activities in Raqqa city allows a very small
number of the civilian population returning home.

T

Southern Kurdistan – Eastern Kurdistan and Iraq
hrouout 2017 ISIS attacks and ﬁght against ISIS continued in Southern Kurdistan and Iraq. Thousands of people escaped war in Afer, Mosul and Hawice
and ended up seeking shelter in other parts of Iraq and Southern Kurdistan. As a
result of the operations to liberate Mosul and the clashes, the city of Mosul
turned into ruins.
In 2014 the ISIS terrorist gang occupied Sengal, carried out atrocities against
Ezidi Kurds, where hundreds of Ezidis were killed, hundreds of women were

T
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taken as slaves and thousands of Ezidis abandoned homes, took up to the mountains to seek shelter. Approximately 15 months later the occupation has ended
and Sengal was liberated on 13 November 2015. As a result of this occupation,
Sengal was left in ruins and most buildings were demolished. Some of the former
residents of Sengal retured from their exile but a large part did not return due to
the lack of means and the ruined state of the city.
In September 2017 some problems arose between Southern Kurdistan and Iraq
and as a result Iraqi forces launched attacks against Southern Kurdistan. Hundreds of thousands of Kurds ﬂeed the attacks on Xûrmatû, Xaneqîn, Kerkûk,
Daqoq, Taze, Beşir, Mexmur, and Rabia, trying to survive under very adverse conditions in other parts of Southern Kurdistan.
On 12 November 2017 a magnitude 7.3Mw earthquake based 19 km beneath
Kirmanshah city of Eastern Kurdistan, 30 km away from the city of Halabja,
Southern Kurdistan resulted in the death of 540 people and 8,000 injured. In its
wake, the earthquake rendered 70,000 peeople homeless.
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OUR PROJECTS
I – URGENT AID PROJECT
This project is dedicated to urgent aid to be provided for those aﬀected by natural
disasters, such as war, natural disasters and outbreaks, in need of relief.
1- In January CAN$30 thousand was sent to meet the food needs of those who
were living in derelict houses as a result of the Turkish state having devastated
settlements in Northern Kurdistan.
2- In January €7,000 ﬁnancial aid was sent to Greece to meet urgent needs, buy
electrical heaters, mattresses and blankets for the refugees in Lavraki Asylum
Camp, Greece. This money was used for installing water plumbing and 3 batches
of clothes were also sent the the refugees in the camp.
3- Due to Xirabê Bava and Talatê villages of Nisebine having been devastated by
the Turkish State forces in February, €20 thousand was sent to the victimised
families to support them. The money was distributed to thoise in nneed.
4- A team of Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê volunteers worked as search and rescue
team and for four days they contributed to removal of debris eﬀords after heavy
rainfall and ﬂood on 11 September in Livorno, Italy.
5- In September food relief worth €6,850 was sent to the Kurdish people tryingto
survive in Lavrion Reﬁgee Camp, nearby Capital Athens, Greece.
6- Following the earthquake in Eastern Kurdistan and Southern Kurdistan on 12
November 2017, Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê immediately launched a campaign to
provide relief to those aﬀected by the earthquake. In a short period of time
€150,000 was collected and sent to the quake regions as ﬁnancial relief. Our committee oversaw the distribution of the relief to the suﬀerers.
7- In December US$25 thousand was sent as ﬁnancial aid those suﬀerers who
were living in derelict houses as a result of the Turkish state having devastated
settlements in Northern Kurdistan.
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The houses built within the context of this project are between 60m2 to 80 m2 consisting of 2
bedrooms, kitchen, bathroom and WC

BUILDING HOMES PROJECT FOR
VICTIMIZED FAMILIES OF SIRNEK
his project intended to urgently build homes for the suﬀerers of Sirnex
province whose homes were ruined by the Turkish state and live without shelter. The houses built within the context of this project are between 60m2 to 80
m2 consisting of 2 bedrooms, kitchen, bathroom and WC.
This project is being run by Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê, supported by Concept of
Charity and FC Tawlahaw sports club.
Within the context of this project in 2017 €150,000 and SFR80,000 were sent,
20 houses were built and 40 other homes are in the process of being built.

T

III- SIBLING FAMILY PROJECT
1- Sibling Family Project is one of the projects that Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê attaches the greatest value and signiﬁcance. The purpose of Sibling Family Project
is to prevent migration, provide urgent humanitarian relief, meet fundamental
medical needs and provide psychological support. It enables needy isolated families develop relations with those who are willing to help, introduce them to one
another and provide help within the context of fraternal mutual respect.
This campaign enabled suﬀering from war in Kurdistan to meet the benevolent
families, emphatise with one another. Although diﬃculties, arising from persecution and preventions were encountered, the material aid has always reached the intended people in need. The duration of the sibling family project is minimum 1
year; contribution is minimum €150 pcm
Having been launched in February 2016, the numbers of families beneﬁtting from
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this campaign are as follows
CIZÎR: 1093, HEZEX : 285, SÛR : 758, SILOPÎ: 313, NISÊBÎN: 1018, GEVER
: 532, ŞIRNEX: 981, QILEBAN: 4, KERBORAN: 1, DÊRIK : 1, ELKÊ : 8,
ÇELÊ : 1, WAN: 6, AMED: 6, ÊLIH: 1, FERQÎN:1
5009 families beneﬁtted within the context of sibling families project
2- SIBLING FAMILY CAMPAIGN FOR 1,000 ŞIRNEX FAMILIES
Sirnex is the city that was most devastated among the towns and cities of Northern Kurdistan when the Turkish state launched attacks against civilian populations
that started in autumn 2015. Sirnex town centre cocsisted of 11 neighbourhoods,
of which 7 of them were totally demolished, tens of thousands of people were left
without homes. Sirnex ciry centre is a place with very harsh winter conditions.
Vis-a-vis the conditions, on 1 November 2017 Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê launched a
new campaign for the victimised population of Sirnex city centre under the title
“Sibling Family Campaign for 1,000 Sirnex families.
Within the context of this campaign, 363 Sirnex families in total found sibling
families.
In both campaigns the distribution of sibling and benevolent families according to
countries are as follows:
Germany:1859, Northern Kurdistan and Turkey:585, Switzerland:584, United
Kingdom:366, France:625, Sweden:221, Canada:164, Australia:188, Holland:160,
Austria:81, Japan:61, Norway:57, Russia:88, Finland:36, Denmark:98, Italy:60,
Belgium:62, Spain:3, USA:65, Saudi Arabia:1, UAE:1, Czech Republic:3, Romania:31, Eastern Kurdistan and Iran: 3
IV – PROJECT TO DELIVER ALMS, DONATIONS AND SACRIFICIAL RELIEFS TO THOSE IN NEED.
1- Due to the holy month Ramadan a ﬁnancial aid of €50,000 was sent to the
residents of Sûr, Cizîr, Şirnex, Nisêbîn and Gever, food parcels were purchased
and via the people’s councils distributed to the people in need.
2- Due to the Ramadan €6,000 was spent to oﬀer end of fasting dinner for 7
evenings to the residents of Alipasa and Lalabey neighbourhoods, the areas of Sûr
district where the Turkish state intends to demolish.
3- This year, Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê collected donations from our communities
in every country it operates purchased sacriﬁcial livestock for the sacriﬁcial festival
worth €150,000 and had them conveyed to those in need living in Sûr, Cizîr,
Şirnex, Nisêbin, Gever, Silopî, Hezex and other cities and districts.
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ON tHESE
BASIS IN 2017

1-Within the context of orphaned and needy children project €60,000 ﬁnancial aid
was sent to Southern Kurdistan to provide aid to 150 children throughout 2017.
2-Within the context of orphaned and needy children project €324,000 ﬁnancial aid
was sent to Northern Kurdistan to provide aid to 270 children throughout 2017.
V- CHILDREN’S PROJECT
Children are the ones most aﬀected by wars and conﬂicts all around the world.
The aim of this project is to reach out to those children who had befallen to troubled times, faced disasters, wars natural disasters etc. Orphaned as a result, deprived of protection, vulnerable to exploitation, to deliver rel’ef to them, to take
them under protection, to oﬀer support to them until such time they can stand on
their own feet and look after themselves, to educate them and to prepare them to
life with the compassion of family.
According to United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) reports approximately
one quarter of the children around the world live in countries aﬀected by wars, crisis and natural disasters. According to the report, 535 million children do not have
access to medical care, decent quality education, food and protection. Researches
carried out by UNICEF and NGO’s more than 140 million children lose their
families due to wars and natural disasters and continue their lives as orphans.
The lengthy wars and conﬂicts in Kurdistan inﬂicted the greatest harm to children
and tens of thousands of them were orphaned.
The moment Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê was activated, the very ﬁrst project was dedicated to children and continued to be uninterruptedly. For 25 years thousands of
orphaned, parentless children of in need were regularly supported with monthly
aids and this relief continued until they could stand on their feet.
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VI – HEALTH PROJECT
1- Within 2017, upon request for medical care, in total €100,712—was spent on
medical care, treatment, hospital expenses, purchasing medication, medical checks,
purchasing prosthetics to suﬀerers of war.
2- Within the context of Medical Aid to Rojava project, in 2017 in total
€105,000 was sent in 4 batches to Heyva Sor Kurd. This aid was spent to build a
hospital in Til Temir city.
3- 3 tons of medication, worth CAN$1,250,000,-- was sent from Canada to Rojava and was delivered to Heyva Sor Kurd in order to be used in medical services.
Within the context of a project these medications were purchased from a company
well below their market worth and only CAN$30,000 was paid in total.
4- In two trips in total 400 kilogram medication was sent from Italy to Rojava.
5- In all the mass functions and activities of the people of Kurdistan living in Europe a medical tent had been erected and medical care was provided.
VII- MOTHERS FOR PEACE INITIATIVE AID PROJECT IN TURKEY AND
KURDISTAN
In 2017 €7,980 was sent to Mothers for Peace Initiative for the expenses of their
activities who for many years painstakingly worked to end the war and destruction in Turkey and Kurdistan and ensure peace.
VIII- SOLIDARITY WITH SICK PRISONERS PROJECT
The aim of this project is to provide relief to sick prisoners who are kept under
dire conditions and dedied or restricted treatment.
On this basis in 2017 Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê has sent €6,510 to sick prisoners
who are being kept under dire conditions in the dungeons of the Turkish state
and dedied or restricted treatment.
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Kurdistan Relief Organisation Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê (HSK)
held its 25th Congress
Kurdistan Relief Organisation Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê (HSK) held its 25th Congress on 21st January in Essen, Germany.
Upon assessing the activities, it was determined that in 2016 Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê utilised all the means in its power to convey relief to those in need in Rojava
and Sengal as well as having sent most of the aid to the towns and cities of
Northern Kurdistan, which was devastated in the hands of the Turkish state.
Following the comments of the report, annual activities and ﬁnancial reports were
conﬁrmed by the delegates.
Delegates of the congress put forward proposals and views to enable stronger activities in 2017. The congress decided that in the year 2017 Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê is to dedicate all of its means and capability to convey relief to the peoples
of Cizîr, Şirnex, Farqîn, Silopîya, Sûr, Nisêbîn, Hezex and Gever of Northern
Kurdistan, which has been devastated under the persecution of the Turkish state.
At the end of the congress elections were held where Dr. Rojvan Bilgin, İpek
Öztaş, Vahdettin Kılıç, Murat Vargün and Çekdar Uruç were elected to the Board
of Executive of Heyva Sor a Kurdistanê.
Rojvan Bilgin was elected as the Chairman of the Board
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